




Charter: 1.65/5
Best in Class: 4

People: 2.25/5
Best in Class: 4.3

Process: 2.35/5
Best in Class: 4.7

Tools: 3/5
Best in Class: 4





Charter
Where is product cost information utilized within your company/division or with outside partners?
Not utilized at all
Utilized within a centralized costing group
Utilized beyond a centralized costing group (Sourcing, Engineering, Manufacturing, etc.)
Utilized collaboratively across many internal functions (Sourcing, Engineering, Manufacturing, etc.)
Utilized collaboratively between internal and external organizations (Suppliers, Contractors, etc.)

Is there a defined product cost reduction strategy within your company or division? If so how are
the results tracked?
No defined strategy or value attainment metrics
Defined strategy with no value attainment beyond piece part cost savings
Defined strategy with value attainment metrics at the project level
Defined strategy with value attainment metrics rolled up at the product line/business unit
Defined strategy with value attainment metrics rolled up to executive leadership

Are senior level executives involved in your company/division’s product cost strategy?
Never had executive support
Involved in strategy definition, but not since then
Involved periodically through steering committee meetings
Receive regular updates on cost strategy
Receive regular cost management results summaries or rollups

People
What kind of product cost knowledge does your company/division have?
There is minimal or no understanding of product cost and manufacturing cost drivers
We are just starting to understand product cost and manufacturing cost drivers
We have a small number of experts who understand product and manufacturing costs
Most of the company/division understands the elements that drive product cost
Everyone within the company division is an expert in product cost and manufacturing cost drivers

How are cost experts utilized within your company/division?
No cost management experts within the company/division
Cost management experts develop should costs after product design to support sourcing activity
for parts/assemblies
Cost management experts develop cost estimates for rolling up product cost during product design
Cost management experts are brought into projects as needed to collaborate with engineering & sourcing on
DFM and product cost
Cost management experts provide support & guidance across engineering and sourcing where there is
distributed use of DFM and product costing solutions

How frequently is training and mentoring on cost related topics available to employees in
company/division?
Our company/division has no training or mentoring on cost related topics
Training on cost related topics is provided only during employee onboarding
Training on cost related topics is provided during onboarding but ongoing training is unplanned and adhoc
Training and mentoring on cost related topics is available when employees seek it out
Consistent training and mentoring on cost related topics is provided to employees

In the past 12 months what have the results of your cost strategy been?
We haven't generated meaningful results
We have small unplanned successes
We have moderate success, realizing savings (or achieving targets) on less than half of projects
We have major success, but do not have a repeatable process
We have a defined process for using cost data and tracking results that is driving repeated success



Process
How is product cost data incorporated into your business processes?
Product cost data is not considered in any of our business processes
We have an undocumented approach to using product cost data that is used sometimes
Utilization of product cost data is unofficially part of our business processes
Utilization of product cost data is documented within our business processes, but not followed by everyone
Utilization of product cost data is documented in repeatable processes that are followed

How is cost management knowledge/best practices captured and shared?
Knowledge is not captured systematically
Best practices are shared adhoc
All employees are trained on best practices but the newest best practices are not always captured
Employees meet regularly to capture and disseminate best practices and techniques
We have a structured system to consistently capture and disseminate knowledge to all employees

How are cost metrics and case studies used internally?
No documented case studies or not enough cost data captured
Adhoc case studies are developed and sometimes shared
Cost metrics and case studies are developed and shared at the part/assembly level
Cost metrics and case studies are developed and shared at the project level
Cost metrics and case studies are developed and shared at the business level

Tools
What technology/technologies does your organization division/company utilize to understand
product cost?
We rely on supplier quotes for product cost information
We use one-off spreadsheets based on historical product costs
We use a standardized spreadsheet or other internally developed application
We use a platform based costing technology with a centralized database but it is not supported or maintained
We use a platform based costing technology that is fully supported and maintained regularly

Do you have established cost models? If so, how well does your team understand how those cost
models estimate a product cost?
No understanding of cost models or no cost models exist
Minimal understanding of some cost models
Basic understanding of the cost models, though not the details of the manufacturing cost drivers
Complete understanding of cost models but not how to use all of the data generated
Complete understanding of cost models and data generated

How does your company/division use cost data to make informed business decisions?
Cost data is not used to make decisions
One off decisions are sometimes made using cost data
Cost data contributes to project level decisions within a single business function (Engineering,
Procurement, etc.)
Cost data contributes to making project level decisions collaboratively between multiple functions/divisions
Cost data is consistently combined with other business data to collaboratively make decisions at all levels of
the enterprise




